Photo Ops on Campus

- At the horseshoe
- Steps of KOM
- Obelisk
- Entrance to campus on Rutherford
- In front of the 2020 banner at the Alumni House (2259 Middle Tennessee Blvd)
- In front of the Crosswalk bridge at night
- From the 2nd floor of BAS overlooking the quad
- By the seal
- Top of the parking garage with campus in background
- On the football field
- In the library
- In front of their sorority/fraternity house
- By or in an airplane (aerospace majors)
- In front of their college building
- In the parking lot in front of Jones Hall with the Jumbotron in the background
- On the MTSU embossed concrete wall by Murphy Center
- Walking down Raider Walk in front of Peck showing the lightning bolts on the sidewalk
- On the bleachers in the stadium or in the blue chairback seats
- From the 2nd floor outside seating area of the Student Union overlooking campus
- At the MTSU Farm (ag majors)
- At the Veterans Memorial (outside Tom Jackson)
- Along the sidewalk behind the Obelisk (great shot with the MTSU banners on the poles lining the street)
- Amongst the trees in Walnut Grove
- Stage of Hinton Hall (music)
- Stage of Tucker (music/dance/theatre)
- The pretty walkway down the side of Honors with the bell tower in the background
- Side staircase of the Student Union